This is more than a vacation upgrade. It’s the best family vacation in
the world. Introducing the new Icon of the Seas SM — a first-of-its-kind
Royal Caribbean ® adventure where you’ll have the time of your life,
multiple times a day. Let your adrenaline surge at the largest waterpark
at sea. Pick from seven unique pools to satisfy any mood, and fuel bolder
bonding at Surfside SM , the ultimate stay-all-day family-friendly neighborhood
right onboard. And delight your appetite with 40 different ways to dine and
drink. This is the Icon of Vacations SM — arriving early 2024.

For reservations and information on the best vacation ever, contact us today.
Icon of the SeasSM sets sail in 2024!

Enter Agency Name Here
Enter phone and/or Email
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Royal Bay S M

Thrill Island

DIAL UP THE DARING

POOL HOP NONSTOP

Take your best-ever vacation experience and crank it up —
way up. This is a whole new class of adventure.

Save room for some extra splash because this
adventure has an all-you-can-swim buffet of pools.

Test your courage and brave six record-breaking slides at Category 6,
the largest waterpark at sea. Conquer your fears at the Crown’s Edge, a
test of bravery suspended high above the ocean. And discover
adventure for all ages at Surfside SM , an entire neighborhood
that opens the floodgates on family fun.

Take your pick of seven different pools, plus nine whirlpools,
all with next-level ocean views. Like The Hideaway, the first
suspended infinity pool at sea, or Cloud 17 SM , your adults-only poolside
oasis in a new stratosphere of chic. Find frozen cocktails on tap at
The Lime and Coconut ® bar spanning multiple levels, or dive into the
largest swim-up bar at sea, Swim & Tonic SM .

AquaDome SM

Ultimate Family Townhouse

EVERYTHING BUT THE EXPECTED

MORE ROOM FOR AWESOME

Technology and artistry merge on the new Icon of the Seas.

Bring the whole family onboard to discover new room layouts
that give everyone their own space to hang, like Family
Infinite Ocean View Balconies or Surfside Family Suites.

Perched at the crown of the ship, the shimmering AquaDome SM
is a first-of-its-kind space that opens up a world of possibilities.
From performances that push the bounds of bravery beneath a
towering waterfall to gourmet grazing and mixology magic against a
background of wraparound ocean views. And bold feats unleashed
at Absolute Zero SM our biggest ice arena ever, where high-resolution
digital projections from ceiling to rink instantly transform everything
around you from one moment to the next.

Or upgrade to upscale from a selection of elevated accommodations,
including the new Sunset Suites and Infinite Grand Suites. For the
most over-the-top VIP stay, the Ultimate Family Townhouse
maximizes your family vacation on three different levels with an insuite slide, cinema and a private patio with exclusive entrance to
Surfside SM .

For reservations and information on the best vacation ever, contact us today.
Icon of the SeasSM sets sail in 2024!
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